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Abstract: 

An argument regarding the axis and principle points of Iran’s Islamic republic defensive policy that can 

examine the priorities of Islamic republic’s policy seems to be beneficial and a key one. Undoubtedly 

political leaders play a fundamental role in formulating the defensive strategies of a country and their 

views are seen as a general charter of a political unit regarding the domestic and international systems 

practice. 

 The aim of this thesis is to examine defensive strategy regarding his Excellency Imam’s political thought. 

One of the most important subjects that is noted in the area of strategy is the defensive one. In that 

direction the main question of this thesis is what is the place of basic rules and concepts that are of a 

religious-political nature negating the path with respect to unbelievers and the necessity of guarding 

identity and the entire place regarding health in his excellency Imam’s defensive strategy?  

That matter comprises a minor question and that is how international equations influenced his 

Excellency Imam’s defensive strategy? Definitely Imam’s defensive thoughts have a framework, system 

and comprehensive generality.  

His Excellency Imam’s ideas originate from his thoughts regarding various domains such as mysticism, 

philosophy, religious jurisprudence and Islamic sayings that have to do with beliefs. These thoughts axis 

is to protect Islam and the country based on the explanation and the drawing of Imam regarding 

international system and the world system. Meanwhile noting that he had a position that was based on 

a value and that had to do with the world system and the place of Muslims in the world and the Islamic 

world he founded the bases of Islamic revolution and noting that position that had to do with a value 

Imam in the beginning of the war that was forced upon the country believed that the goal was 

protecting Islam and the Islamic identity.  

Through an excursion that is related to studying and precision regarding the works and the character 

sketch of his excellency Imam Khomeini looking deep at the bases of the political thoughts of that great 

one can delineate two major goals that are related to the defensive strategy of that great one and they 

are as follows: taking care of accomplishments of the Islamic revolution the land entirety of the Islamic 

republic, negating the dominance of foreigners and that has to do with the Islamic world and eliminating 

the forceful and violent domination and its penetration of them of Islamic countries. If we accept that 

Imam had a special view of the outside world and he protested against the kind of life that Muslims lived 

he searched for the solution through Islam; in order to start having the solution and in the practical 



scene he drew out a defensive strategy that included all aspects and that strategy is the strategic criteria 

of Iran’s Islamic republic. 
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